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Q: What is InSync?

InSync Education is an online database of academic resources and activities designed specifically for parents &

teachers of students in kindergarten through grade twelve. All InSync Education resources are searchable and 

aligned to Florida state standards (MAFS & LAFS). The resources in InSync Education: 

Support in-class learning in reading/language arts, mathematics, science, social studies/history in kindergarten through grade 12. 

Provide easy-to-read overviews of curriculum topics for parents. 

Help with homework, studying for tests, writing reports, and learning study skills and strategies. 

Provide extra review, practice, and enrichment activities that are based on the standards taught at your child’s grade level.

Is available in three languages (English, Spanish, and Haitian Creole).

Can be searched by keyword, browsed by standard, or viewed in an index. 

Q: What kinds of resources can I find on InSync Education?

InSync Education has hundreds of resources and activities in core subject areas such as reading/language arts, 

math, science, and social studies/history. InSync Education also offers resources to help prepare students for 

standardized tests, practice academic skills over the summer, and develop study skills and lifelong learning 

strategies. Special resources for students in grades 9-12 focus on life skills, applying to college, and career 

readiness. 

Q: How will using InSync Education help students in the classroom?

All of the resources in InSync Education are standards-based—developed specifically to guide educators and 

parents in how to build the grade and subject specific knowledge and skills that children are learning in the 

classroom. 

Q: What's included as part of InSync Education resources?

All resources in InSync Education provide an overview of the content, two activities/tips related to the content, a 

hands-on assessment, and a quiz based on current standardized testing. Resources are available in English (K-12), 

Spanish (K-12), and Haitian-Creole (K-5). Resources for students in grades 6-12 also include real world applications 

of content and list prerequisite resources. 
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Q: How do I log into InSync Education?

Q: I’m a teacher. Are other teachers using InSync Education in their classroom?

Although InSync Education was initially built for parents, the resources in InSync Education are also commonly used 

by classroom teachers. Because InSync Education resources are standards-based, activities can be used for in- 

class practice, lesson differentiation, test prep and review, enrichment, or additional support for individual students 

based on need.  Additionally, many teachers print out the resources in InSync Education in the home language of 

the student as homework for both the student and the parent, and as a way to reinforce and support parental 

involvement in the student’s academic achievement. 

To log into InSync Education, contact your district for detailed log in instructions. 

Q: How do I find resources in InSync Education?

Finding resources in InSync Education is easy. You can either search for resources by keyword, browse resources 

by standard, or browse through an index of all the resources in the database. Some districts have also provided 

InSync Education with a district curriculum calendar, which allows you to search for resources connected to your 

student’s daily classroom learning schedule. 

Q: In which languages is InSync Education available?

InSync Education is available in English, Spanish and Haitian Creole.   

Switching languages in InSync Education is easy, and can be done from anywhere in the database, and at any time. 

Select either Spanish or Haitian Creole, and the entirety of InSync Education will appear in the selected language. 

 You may also identify your language preference in your user profile.  

Q: How do I view InSync Education in another language?


